PLATFO R M P E R S P E C T I V E

Supply Chain Process Platform
Presenting the industry’s first, fully-optimized
supply chain process platform

T

oday’s markets are complex and demanding. Logistics can
be perplexing, customers are bombarded with options and
competitors are everywhere. To meet these challenges your
supply chain must be more than flexible and responsive: it must
be interconnected in a way that only a platform makes possible.
The days of “siloed,” standalone decision-making regarding
inventory, transportation, labor and other vital operational
components are over.

Our platform-based approach
At Manhattan, we think differently about
supply chain. Platform Thinking™ is the
core approach infusing our technology,
principles and practices—and the driving
dynamic that is optimizing many of the
world’s most well-run supply chains.

Your supply chain must operate from the broadest possible
perspective, and consider how decisions in one area have a ripple
effect throughout the network. Optimal decision making requires a
platform-based, consistent, enterprise-wide view of operations.
As the foundation for Manhattan SCOPE,® Manhattan’s Supply
Chain Process Platform (SCPP) unifies supply chain solutions
from planning through execution to deliver Whole Chain
Awareness.™ The result is unprecedented supply chain insight
and control to manage decisions and operations across
departments, channels and ecosystems.
Manhattan’s Supply Chain Process Platform protects data
integrity, eliminates redundancies, simplifies maintenance and
upgrades, and lower total cost of ownership.
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Provides key resources for managing solution
configuration, deployment and overall health at
runtime. See back cover for additional details.

Management Center

Monitor, synchronize and test

Shared “graphic” components across application
suites create an intuitive user environment.
Templates provide consistent screen layout of
user interface, reports, dashboards and other
content to enhance usability. All components can
be globally or discretely personalized.

Presentation Services

Have an impact

Mathematical algorithms compile and process
comprehensive data in order to model real-world
business challenges and develop specific solutions.
Enables applications to “contemplate” and
“inform” each other for consistent enterprise-wide
status visibility.

Optimization Engine

Make smarter decisions

Business Rules Engine designs and executes
model-driven processes and orchestrates complex
interactions among data and business workflows.
Other actionable intelligence is created for specific
applications and operational areas to manage all
aspects of the supply chain.

Business Logic

Follow the rules

As shown in this diagram, each layer of the
platform serves a critical function in processing
core data and making it available throughout the
SCPP framework and your entire supply chain.

For example, when customers need a particular
item, the DC simultaneously knows what’s in the
warehouse and shipping knows when to pick
it up. This integration and coordination, which
extends to all of our platform applications, provides
unparalleled operational efficiencies and control.

ur Supply Chain Process Platform (SCPP)
uses a holistic architecture that presents unified,
coordinated views of all data to all users. Using
a foundation of common data, processes and
templates means that operational status, metrics and
intelligence are synchronized throughout every link
in the supply chain. This is the driving force behind
all of our Manhattan SCOPE solutions: to optimize
every task, event, person and workflow.

O

Supply Chain Process Platform

Make it seamless

Framework for objects, attributes, functions and
data shared across applications. Includes information
on users, roles, customers, transactional data, as
well as models for common data and master data
management. Allows applications to be designated
as master for key data elements, or subscriber to
other systems of record.

Common Business Objects

Be efficient

Uses a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) to
provide seamless inward and outward connectivity
with external systems. Enables platform constituents
to “punch out” for capabilities such as credit card
verification or current fuel prices. Authorized
external partners can also “punch in” to access
platform capabilities.

Core Services

Provides a single point of
connectivity to the entire
set of platform applications
including communication
via numerous industryleading protocols.
Repeatable, configurable
and robust, it protects data
integrity while streamlining
connections to other
enterprise applications.

Integration Framework

Connect once

Manhattan SCOPE applications provide key
visibility, intelligence and adaptive functionality.
Features include a comprehensive range of event
and schedule tracking, alerts and notifications,
inventory order and shipment visibility and leadingedge analytics and cost reporting.

Platform Applications

Break down silos

Design, model and deploy business processes
and personalized extensions to meet evolving
business requirements. See back cover for
information about SCOPE Studio.

Workflow Layer

Configure, don’t customize

Faster implementation, smoother upgrades, lower total cost of ownership and faster ROI

SCOPE Studio and SCOPE Management Center offer essential capabilities for
maximizing the power of the Supply Chain Process Platform for your organization.

To t a l C o s t t o S e r v e

X - S U I T E
S O L U T I O N S
• Warehouse
Management
• Slotting Optimization
• Labor Management
• Billing Management
• Supplier Enablement
• Hub Management

As comprehensive as Manhattan solutions are, supply chains must constantly evolve to
meet changing demands. SCOPE Studio provides a fully functional tools environment
in which customized SCOPE solutions can be configured, modeled, built, tested and
deployed. Tools such as the Workflow Modeler, Service Builder, Mobile Designer and
Extension Studio enable project implementation teams to cost effectively develop
extensions to our software products to address specific business requirements.
A key feature of the Studio environment is that the core base system code is
insulated from alterations throughout all development tasks. This protects data and
process integrity and ensures both the uninterrupted stability of ongoing operations
and smooth system upgrades in the future.

After the development of extensions is complete, managing the implementation
lifecycle and shepherding the solution into production is critical. SCOPE
Management Center provides project implementation teams as well as system and
database administrators the toolset they need for ongoing management.
Tools such as System Director, Test Director and Diagnostics and Configuration
Director offer visibility into and control over the production and non-production
environments. These key resources allow configuration, deployment and extension
health all to be managed from a single, centralized location.
Manhattan Associates is committed to developing supply chain solutions that foster environmental stewardship.
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